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The Evolution of a Folk Craft
The Welsh Spoon
Jim Byrne
In the last 300 years, the carving of the Welsh
love spoon and many other woodworking
handicrafts have become commercialized or
kept alive by museum specialists and
hobbyists only for historical reasons.
Originally, the Welsh Love Spoon was a
courting gift from a man hoping to attract the
attention of his sweetheart. As Jim’s handout
illustrated, these spoons ranged from the very
simple to very elaborate carvings. The
industrial revolution brought about changes to
the handcrafting of these spoons and probably
introduced other affordable items as courting
gifts. Nevertheless, carvers like Jim are
keeping the craft alive and passing it on.
Jim noted that spoon carving is a fun endeavor
with few tools needed and unlimited design
possibilities to fit any skill level. Tools go from
ordinary pocket knives to very pricey Warren
Cliff blades. Safety carving gloves are a good
idea, especially for beginners. Jim favors
dense grain woods like walnut and maple for
his spoons.
Pictured right middle are examples of Panel
Spoons and lower right are historical spoons
carved in Wales pre-1900.
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DUES ARE DUE
If you haven’t already done so, plan to
renew your membership for 2012.
Bring your checkbook or cash to the
general meeting and see Steve Fox,
our Membership Chair. Dues are still
$30 per member and the member’s
family is included.

FVWWC - PO BOX 1041 - BATAVIA, IL 60510-1041
http://www.fvwwc.org - woodworkers@fvwwc.org
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April
Calendar of Events
Date
April 3
(Tues)
April 3
(Tues)
April 18
(Wed)

Time
7:30PM
6:30PM
9:00AM

Event
FVWWC General
Meeting
FVWWC Hand Tool SIG

Time
6:30PM

Event
FVWWC Hand Tool SIG

7:30PM

FVWWC General
Meeting
Period Furniture SIG
See Page 5 for location
FVWWC Breakfast Club
Red Apple Restaurant
414 S. Schmale Rd

7:00PM
9:00AM

Presentation
Picture Framing and Matting

FVWWC Breakfast Club
Red Apple Restaurant
414 S. Schmale Rd.

May
Calendar of Events
Date
May 1
(Tues)
May 1
(Tues)
May 21
(Mon)
May 16
(Wed)

April 3, 2012
FVWWC General Meeting

Ken Everett will present at the April
3rd meeting, demonstrating and
explaining the art and craft of picture
framing. Selection of mat board, with
demonstration, how to measure, cut
and assemble the mat/s and attach the
art work. Framing choice, cutting,
trimming to fit, and assembly of the
frame will be demonstrated. Then with
"a little bit of luck" put the whole thing
together. Personal "Pros & Cons" of
equipment and supplies gathered and
used over the past 30 years will be
offered, along with sources available.

SHOP TOUR
On Saturday, February 11th, 14 members of the FVWWC toured the
facilities of Mike Stover of Stover's Fine Woodworking in Maple Park, IL.
Mike has a 1400 sq. ft. shop attached to his house. This is a 2 man
commercial custom cabinet, furniture and millwork business. He has been
in business for 9 years and specializes in high end custom cabinets, new
construction and renovations. Mike discussed the ins and outs of running
his business in this economy, demonstrated some of the equipment and
showed us his Kremlin spray gun system. One of the pieces of equipment
Mike demonstrated, that held everyone's attention, was a Powermatic floor
model industrial dove tail machine (eat your heart out Marc Adams).
Mike allowed us to "raid" his cut off pile as we were leaving and he
graciously donated a new Porter Cable 16 gauge pin nailer to the Club.
Look for it as a raffle or auction item at the April meeting. All in attendance
at this shop tour definitely learned something about a woodworking
business and saw power tools to drool over!
Norm Musur
Shop Tour Coordinator

Period Furniture Special Interest Group
John Gush was our presenter for the March 19 meeting – the topic was Hammer Veneering and
Hide Glue. Many of us novice furniture builders skeptically regard hide glue as old fashioned
smelly stuff that requires hot glue pots and a lot of fuss and bother. John’s presentation
persuaded us that hide glue, while less convenient than modern woodworking glues, offered
significant benefits making the extra effort well worthwhile. Hide glue is made from a low grade of
gelatin manufactured from animal parts and is available in 3 forms – powder, pearl granules, and
liquid. Each form has its advantages. John made a batch of hide glue for his veneering demo
from the pearl granules using a hot plate and double boiler pots. While he had already
presoaked the granules in water ahead of time, the heating process did not take long. He
proceeded to apply several pieces of veneer to a substrate using the “hammer”. A veneer
hammer is a simply rounded strip of brass (maybe ¼ inch thick) held in place in a wooden handle
used over the veneer surface to press it in place (in a smoothing action). Unlike other veneering
adhesives that you must scrupulously avoid getting on the show surface, the hammer veneering
process applies the hide glue to both sides of the veneer. The hammer veneering method is
surprisingly simple and easy.
The advantages of hide glue and hammer veneering are considerable:
1. Quick and durable – plenty of evidence of durability can be found in antique furniture
2. Reversibility – veneer applied with hide glue can be readily removed and reapplied by the
application of heat if you make a mistake (try doing that with contact or PVA adhesives)
3. Reparability – see #2 – great for antique furniture repair
4. Finish compatibility – unlike conventional adhesives that might bleed through thin veneers or
migrate to show surfaces and cause finish problems, hide veneer on the show surface is
desirable – it is a great grain filler and gap closer for marquetry.
John exhibited proof of the hammer veneering benefits by displaying two exquisite tables with
extensive inlays and stringing. Thanks John.
Next Meeting
The May 21 Period SIG meeting will be a shop visit to Don Carkhuff’s home instead of our usual
meeting location. Our presenter will be David Gooding, discussing his period spice cabinet
design and construction. David is the Society of American Period Furniture Makers (SAPFM)
Chapter Coordinator for our region (Rock River Chapter).
Directions to our May 21 meeting:
Don Carkhuff
8509 Creekside Lane
Darien, IL 60561
From the intersection of Lemont Rd and Plainfield Rd, travel 1 mile east on Plainfield Rd to
Kearny St, turn south on Kearny. Bear left at the stop sign on Creekside to 8509.

Some of you may be interested in attending the Milwaukee Fine Furnishing Show this October.
Checking out the Harley museum may be a side benefit as well. .

Raffle Winners:
Doug Pfaff
Dave Dockstader

Bosch Sander
$20 Gift Card

Silent Auction Winners:
Keith Rosche
Chuck Harper
Don Bouchard

Heavy Duty Lazy Susan
18” Cloth Dust Collector Bags
Masonry Bit Set and Sports Knife

President’s Sawdust
Tom Sharp, President FVWWC
The editorial musings of your president which may be serious, funny, technical, or philosophical, but hopefully always entertaining.

Shoddy Tools
The big box came on Friday. By Saturday afternoon, he had its contents out and the
new machine was ready to go in his workshop. When he turned it on, a computer
program ran through its diagnostics, checked all the calibration measurements, and then either
verified each point was correct or it self-calibrated itself.
Now was the time to test its mettle. Four rough boards were put at one end of the machine. Each
was three foot long. The computer program was inputted with the appropriate measurements, and
finally, the “go” button was pushed. The machine whirred. Each of the servo motors ramped up.
Sawdust began leaking out from a corner as one of the boards was cut. There was a rattle from one
of the safety walls on the side.
An intentional “manual spot check” caused the machine to stop. This was the time the computer
program in the machine required the operator to review the progress of his work and ensure it was
progressing as planned. The craftsman shook his head. It was such a waste of time.
He pushed the green button to continue the process. Motors started again, the boards were milled,
mortised, and shaped. There was a faint smell of finish lacquer in the air. The woodworker shook his
head, dejected.
After nine minutes from placing the boards at its port, the machine spat out a new queen anne chair.
What a disappointment: leaky containments, rattling walls, unneeded stops and a working time that
was twice what he expected. All this plus he had to manually feed the boards into the machine.
How could he expect to be a true craftsman when using such shoddy tools? He would send the
machine back tomorrow. The postmarked date on the package would be March 27, 2024.
_________________________________________________________________________

Silent Auction
One of the ways FVWWC raises funds for our
programming and awards is via the items
donated for the silent auction table. While
many of us are notorious packrats, at some
point you have to give in and clean out your
stash of unneeded woodworking tools, wood,
and other supplies. That way you can free up
room to get more stuff! So, get on the ball and
dig through your workshop shelves, toolboxes,
and cabinets for items someone else might
want. It’s a three way win – you get more
space, the club gets some cash, and the buyer
gets something he needs.

Howard's Corner
with Howard Van Valzah
Aka: The Woodorker

Sometimes you just have to face problems head on and get them solved
permanently. Recently I purchased a new Grizzly spiral head eight inch
jointer and experienced some difficulties getting it down my basement
stairs, but the problems were surmountable and I got the machine
running to my satisfaction except that it shot shavings all over the shop
and not into the dust collector I had installed. So I installed a larger one,
and still had the same problem. I went back and read the manual and it
said a dust collector must have 400 CFM air flow to work properly. A little more study determined that
most dust collectors do not specify the CFM capacity, only horse power. The first unit I had it on was
a Craftsman shop vac that specified 3.0 maximum horsepower and it didn’t do the job. The second
unit was a 4” model with 1-1/2 HP and it didn’t do the job either. Then I went back to my old friend
Harbor Freight and bought a bigger unit with two horsepower and advertised 1350 CFM. It worked
perfectly, no shavings showed up anywhere. And I might add the price with tax was less than half the
cost of an identical unit from Grizzly with freight. The conclusion has to be, if you want to get 100%
performance from a dust collector, buy a big one. Because my shop is so large I have chosen to use
many smaller units rather than a larger one which would require more than a hundred feet of piping to
service all my machines. I would like to be able to say I have a dust control system that covers all the
dust generating operations I have, but I can’t. I haven’t yet figured out a good way to collect drill
press shavings and I do a certain amount of hand sanding which I like to do sitting down if possible.
Meanwhile my big Grizzly down draft table goes unused because I have to stand up to use it. I will
have to think about that.
The other thing that concerns me again is how my table saw likes to bite my left hand. Four years ago
it got my left thumb and last Friday it got my left forefinger requiring two stitches and some questions
left on whether or not a skin graft will be required like I had with my thumb. I was cutting boards for a
picture frame with an angled cut. The boards already had the 45 degree angle cut on each end
making it very difficult to push the work through the saw, and the top side was not parallel to the
bottom side making pushing from the top almost impossible. I managed to push and pull three sides
of the frame through the saw without incident, but still scary. The fourth piece jammed up a bit about
three quarters of the way through. I reached to the back of the piece to help pull it through and forgot
that the angled blade was exposed and got my forefinger nipped. Two stitches and a big bandage
from the Immediate Care facility plus pain pills and I was able to go back to work. I knew the cut I
was making was dangerous and potentially likely to have an accident. I was extremely careful, but
not careful enough. By the time I realized the potential danger the design demanded it was too late
for a design change to avoid the risk. For our May meeting I will try to bring in the framed picture so
you can see the design not to copy.
My redwood table project is having dreadful challenges which are frustrating me greatly. I’ll tell you
about those when, or if, I solve them.

Editor’s Woodfiller
Dust Collector Wok Mod
After I retired my exposure to and concern about woodshop dust became much greater due to my
increased time in the shop. One of my first post-retirement projects was to expand my small
basement shop into a larger adjacent room. Part of that project involved replacing the dropped
ceiling tiles in the new room. In pulling down the old tiles, I was appalled at the amount of fine
sawdust that had migrated from my old shop and accumulated there. Clearly, my dust collectors
were not doing the job if that much dust could infiltrate a somewhat closed-in ceiling. That convinced
me I needed to upgrade my shop dust collection system. I replaced a 1 hp dust collector and dust
bag filter and now have two 2 hp systems with 1 micron canister filters. Also, all my main
woodworking machines have 4 inch dust ports to improve collection and air flow. The two systems
allow fairly short 4 inch flex hoses to connect the machines to the dust collectors.
I noticed a significant improvement in dust collection and shop dust but was not totally satisfied.
There were now problems with dust and chips clogging the canisters. Not all the dust “collected” falls
into the lower bag or can – some of it swirls upward in the air flow into the canister filter. The clogging
is much worse if you neglect to empty the bag or can and it gets too full. Cleaning the canisters is a
major nuisance - truly a dirty and dusty task, best done outside. But more important, dust collection
air flow drops significantly when the canister is clogged. That leads to more dust in the air at the
machines. Not good.
Last year, Jet announced their Vortex Cone dust collector design that introduced a cone-shaped
shield in the housing area to direct most of the dust down into the bag and away from the filter. Jet
has convincing pictures showing that the cone is very effective in keeping the filters clear. Several
woodworking magazines have written very positive reviews of their new design. Needless to say, I
became interested in the idea and whether or not it could be added to my dust collectors. Jet’s vortex
cone design is very simple – a cone support strap across the housing opening and a maybe 14 inch
diameter rounded cone mounted to the strap, pointing upward. First I investigated the possibility of
purchasing the cone from Jet. No dice – current Jet dust collector owners have inquired about a
conversion kit and have been told it is not planned. Next option, try Google. This led me to a Popular
Woodworking blog by Glen Huey on this topic:
http://www.popularwoodworking.com/tools/shop-made-vortex-dust-collector-woks-on
One of his readers sent comments and pictures of his shop-made dust collector cone using a 14 inch
kitchen wok. That’s all the inspiration I needed – I found an $18 steel wok on Amazon, removed the
handles, painted it, waxed it, and installed it in my dust collector. So far, it seems to be working well –
I will check for filter clogging after I fill the first bag of dust. The dust can be seen swirling in the
collection bag, but the “cone” seems to be blocking dust from the canister filter. Air flow seems to be
unaffected. Lee

SHOW AND TELL

Mike Madden
Project: Cradle
Wood: Curly Big Leaf Maple & Walnut
Trim

Finish: Watco Danish Oil & Wax

Dave Dockstader
Project: Name Plate

Wood: Walnut & Sassafras
Finish: BLO

Howard Van Valzah
Project: Crooked Walking Stick
Wood: Vine

SHOW AND TELL

Fred Rizza
Project: Telephone Bench
Wood: Oak
Finish: Oil Stain w/ Deft

Jeff Smith
Project: Laser Engraved
Wood: Pine, Cedar, pencils
Finish: none

Lee Nye
Project: Cheese Board Set
Wood: Maple w/ Walnut Inlays
Finish: Poly

SHOW AND TELL

Don Bouchard
Project: Memorial Flag Box
Wood: Mahogany
Finish: Clear Danish Oil & Wax

Mark Bradac
Project: Step Stool
Wood: Oak
Finish: Wipe-on Poly

Doug Pfaff

Project: Segmented Turning Bowl
Wood: 336 pieces of Walnut & Ebony
Finish: Brush Lacquer

SHOW AND TELL

Joe O’Malley
Project: Set of 6 Dining Room Chairs
Wood: Mahogany
Finish: Poly Oil – Rockler Sam Maloof

Rich Escallier
Project: Gardener’s Plea to Dog Walkers
Finish: Fire Engine Red
Results: If one neighbor understands this
subtle hint, that’s 3 fewer visits every day –
it has been 50% effective after one month.

Next FVWWC Meeting
Tuesday, April 3, 2012
7:30 pm

Ken Everett
Picture
Framing and Matting
.

Period Furniture
SIG

Hand Tool
SIG

ShopSmith
SIG

May 21, 2012

April 3, 2012

TBD

This bi-monthly (odd
numbered months)
special interest
group on period
furniture usually
meets at the Bosch
National Training
Facility in Addison.
The May 21
meeting will be a
shop visit at Don
Carkhuff’s home. See the
article in this newsletter for
more details. David Gooding
will present his period spice
cabinet.
Members of the Fox Valley
and the DuPage
Woodworker’s Clubs are
welcome to attend.

Lee Nye
roadbiker123@gmail.com

The Hand Tool SIG meets,
January through November, at
6:30 pm, before the regular
meeting at Bethany Lutheran
in the lower
conference
room. Anyone
interested in
the use of hand tools is
welcome to
join us for discussion of this
fascinating area of
woodworking.
We will learn by sharing the
experiences of using and
caring for traditional hand
tools.

The ShopSmith SIG meets
quarterly.

NEXT MEETING
TBD:
Stay tuned for
exact date and location.

Share your Shopsmith
experience with us and find
out what the rest of us have
been up to with our
machines.

Hope to see you in there!

Mike Brady
mbrady25@comcast.net

Mike Bridger
bridger.mike@gmail.com

Dave Dockstader
630-851-8118

sourceror@sbcglobal.net

Fox Valley Woodworkers Club
General Meetings held at:
Bethany Lutheran Church
8 S Lincoln St. - Batavia, IL
On the 1st Tuesday of each Month
at 7:30 p.m.
Doors Open at 6:30 p.m.
Visitors Always Welcome!

